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Science and Engineering – Early Developments
• How did the two words industrial and engineering become combinedto form the label industrial engineering?

• relationship of industrial engineering to other engineering disciplines
• To understand the role of industrial engineering (IE) in today’scomplex world, it is helpful to learn the historical developmentsinvolved in the progress of IE.
• Science is concerned with the search for basic knowledge.
• Engineering is concerned with the application of scientificknowledge.
• Engineering and science have been developed in a parallel,complementary fashion, although not always at the same pace.
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Science and Engineering – Early Developments
• Engineering provides feedback to science in areas where newknowledge is needed.
• In earlier times, although science and engineering each havedifferent characteristics / are different disciplines, they are the sameperson

• Leonardo di ser Piero da Vinci (April 15, 1452 – May 2, 1519) was anItalian scientist, mathematician, engineer, inventor, anatomist, painter,sculptor, architect, botanist, musician, writer.
• The person who discovered the knowledge also put into use

• The Pyramids
• the Great Wall of China
• The Roman Construction Projects

• Efforts to provide a better life
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Science and Engineering – Early Developments
• Almost all engineering developments prior to 1800 had to do with

physical phenomena:
• Overcoming friction
• Lifting
• Construction

• Later developments were concerned with chemical and molecular
phenomena:
• Electricty
• Properties of materials
• Thermal processes
• Combustion
• Other chemical processes
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Science and Engineering – Early Developments
• Fundemental to almost all engineering developments were the

advances made in mathematics.

• Another very important contributon of mathematics was ability to
represent reality in abstract terms.

• Pythagorean theorem

• The use of abstract models representing complex physical systems
is a fundemantal tool of engineers.
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Science and Engineering – Modern Era
• Beginning in 1750s:

• Engineering schools appeared in France in the eighteenth century.
• The term civil engineering was first used in 1750.

• Principles of early engineering were first taught in military academics with road and bridge construction:
• Military engineering

• Same principals were applied to nonmilitary endeavors:
• Civil engineering
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Science and Engineering – Modern Era
• Interrelated advancements in the fields of physics and mathematicslaid the groundwork for practical applications of mechanicalprinciples.
• An important advancement was the development of a practicalsteam engine:

• These efforts resulted in the emergence of mechanical engineering.
• Latter part of the eighteenth century, fundemental work is conductedon electricity and magnetism and static electric:

• Samuel Morse, development of telegrapgh (1840s)
• Thomas Edison, invention of carbon-filament lamp

• Generation, transmission and utilization of electrical energy:
• Electrical engineering
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Science and Engineering – Modern Era
• Developments in mechanical and electrical engineering initiate thedevelopments in the understanding of substances and theirproperties.

• Fuels, Lubricants, protective coatings, dyes, synthetic materials
• Chemical engineering

• As industrial organizations profit from technological developments,the size and the complexity of manufacturing units increaseddramatically.
• Mass production

• Interchangibility of parts
• Specialization of labor
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Science and Engineering – Modern Era
• Within half a century the developing countries changed from largelyrural, agricultural economies and societies to urban, industrializedeconomies and societies (from 1850 to 1900).
• The management practices that had worked well for small shopsand farms simply were inadequate for large, complex manufacturingorganizations.
• The need for better management systems led to the development ofwhat is now called industrial engineering.
• Five major engineering disciplines (civil, mechanical, electrical,chemical, and industrial) were the branches of engineering thatcame out prior to the World War I.

• Part of the industrial revolution
• Developments following World War II led to other engineeringdisciplines, such as nuclear engineering, electronic engineering,aeronautical engineering, computer engineering
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The Engineering Process
• Engineers solve problems, but so do mathematicians.
• Engineers analyze, but so do statisticians and economists.
• Engineers design systems. Do others?
• Architects design buildings,
• But they rely on engineers for much of their work.
• The distinguishing characteristic of engineering is that it isconcerned with the design of systems.
• Design involves a considerable amount of creativity.
• Kind of an art that one learns through experience.
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System
• A system may be defined as a set of components which are relatedby some form of interaction, and which act together to achieve someobjective or purpose.
• Components are simply the individual parts, or elements, thatcollectively make up a system.
• Relationships are the cause-effect dependencies betweencomponents.
• Objective or purpose of a system is the desired state or outcomewhich the system is attempting to achieve.
• Air-conditioning system: Components of this system include the heatpump, the thermostat, the air within the system and the electricitythat drives the system (even the house (walls, ceiling, floors,furniture, etc.) itself is a component).
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The Engineering Process
• Analysis is concerned with resolving something into itsbasic elements.

• Concerned with existing systems
• Synthesis is concerned with combining elements into awhole.

• Concerned with a new or improved system
• Synthesis is a term whose meaning is almost the same asdesign (in engineering)

• The engineering process, which is used by all engineers,involves both synthesis and analysis as shown in thenext slide.
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The Engineering Process

• The iterative process is repeated until an accepted solution, system,or method is derived (acceptable=optimal)

• Fever
• Headache
• coughing
• Cold
• Medical treatment

• May be it is another desease
• Flu

• Flu
• Correct treatment
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Engineering as a Profession
• Professions

• medicine, teaching, architecture, law, ministry and engineering
• Associated with a profession is a significant body of specialknowledge.
• Preparation for a profession includes an internship-like trainingperiod following the formal education.
• Code of ethics:

• Each member of a profession recognizes his responsibilities to societyover his clients or other members of the profession.
• The need for continuous learning and public service are the otherfeatures of engineering.
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Chronology of Industrial Engineering
• Although there is considerable commonality among the different

branches of engineering, each branch has distingusihing
characteristics that are important to recognize.

• Industrial engineering emerged as a profession as a result of the
industrial revolution and the accompanying need for technically
trained people who could plan, organize, and direct the operations of
large complex systems

• The need to increase efficiency and effectiveness of operations was
also an original stimulus for the emergence of IE.
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Chronology of Industrial Engineering
• Charles Babbage (1791–1871) visited factories in England and the

United States in the early 1800’s and began a systematic recording
of the details involved in many factory operations.
• He carefully measured the cost of performing each operation as well as

the time per operation required to manufacture a pound of pins.

• Money could be saved by using women and children to perform the
lower-skilled operations. The higher-skilled, higher-paid men need only
perform those operations requiring the higher skill levels.

• Division of labor: right person for the right job.
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Chronology of Industrial Engineering
• Interchangable parts manufacture is to produce parts so accuratelythat a specific part of a particular unit of a product could beinterchanged with the same part from another unit of the product.

• Eli Whitney (1765 –1825) received a government contract tomanufacture muskets using this method.
• Laborers having only a minimal amount of training.
• Whitney created the first mass production system.
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Chronology of Industrial Engineering
• Frederick W. Taylor (1856 - 1915) recognizes potentialimprovements to be gained through analyzing the work content(minimum amount of work required to accomplish the task) of a joband designing the job for maximum efficiency.
• Three phase method of improving efficiency:

• Analyze and improve the method of performing work,
• Reduce the times required,
• Set standards for what the times should be.
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Chronology of Industrial Engineering
• Frank B. Gilbreth (1868 - 1924) extended Taylor’s workconsiderably.
• Gilbreth’s primary contribution was the:

• identification
• analysis
• measurement

of fundamental motions involved in performing work.
• Gilbreth was able to measure the average time to perform eachbasic motion.
• This permitted, for the first time, jobs to be designed and the timerequired to perform the jobs known before the fact (art to science)
• Lillian Gilbreth (1878 –1972) – the first industrial psychologist
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Chronology of Industrial Engineering
• Henry L. Gantt (1861 –1919), developed the Gantt chart.
• The Gantt is a systematic graphical procedure for pre-planning andscheduling work activities, reviewing progress, and updating theschedule.
• During the 1920s and 1930s much of fundamental work was doneon:

• economic aspects of managerial decisions,
• inventory problems,
• incentive plans,
• factory layout problems,
• material handling problems,
• principles of organization.
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Chronology of Industrial Engineering
• Idea of scientific management (systematic work study) became verysuccessful.
• It has increased the productivity, while reducing physical efforts and hoursof work of labours, and increased the productivity by a factor of onehundred.
• The period from 1900 through the mid-1930s is generally referred asscientific management.
• Industrial engineering begins in the late 1920s and extends to the presenttime.
• Operations research had a great influence on IE practice starting in the mid-1940s and extend past mid-1970s.
• The fourth period known as industrial engineering and system engineering,is shown beginning aroud 1970 and extend indefinitely into the future.
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Chronology of Industrial Engineering
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Definition of Industrial Engineering
• Formal definition of Industrial Engineering adopted by the Institute ofIndustrial Engineers (IIE):
• IE is concerned with the design, improvement, and installation ofintegrated systems of people, materials, information, equipment andenergy. It draws upon specialized knowledge and skill in themathematical, physical, and social sciences together with theprinciples and methods of engineering analysis and design tospecify, predict, and evaluate the results to be obtained from suchsystem”.
• The term implies industrial and systems engineering.
• The term industrial is often associated with manufacturingorganizations, here it is intended to apply to any organization.
• The basic principles of IE are being applied widely in agriculture,hospitals, banks, government organizations, and so forth.
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Industrial Engineering Education
• Industrial Engineering subjects were initially taught as specialcourses in mechanical engineering departments (option in ME).
• The first seperate department of industrial engineering wasestablished in 1908 (Pennsylvania State University, the USA).
• But it was only after the World War II, seperate IE departmentsbecame wide spread.
• In Turkey in 1969:

• ITU
• METU

• Our department have started the BS programme in 1998.
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Impact of Related Developments – Impact of 
Operations Research
• The development of industrial engineering has been greatlyinfluenced by the impact of an analysis approach called operationsresearch.
• This approach originated in England and the United States duringWorld War II and was aimed at solving difficult war-related problemsthrough the use of science, mathematics, behavioral science,probability theory, and statistics.
• Following World War II, OR were extended to problems in industryand commerce.
• This resulted in considerable number of mathematicians andscientists who contributed to OR (and also IE).
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Impact of Related Developments – Impact of 
Operations Research
• Some IE departments have changed their names to IEOR:

• University of California, Berkeley
• Colombia University
• Cornell University

• A specific problem was identified. Specialists from appropriate fieldsformed an interdisciplinary task force to develop a solution. Oneperson cannot have expertise in all the scientific areas.
• Currently, OR represents a set of quantitative methods that areapplicable to a wide range of managerial and operational problems.
• Many industrial engineers do consider operations research as beingtheir primary interest.
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Impact of Related Developments – Impact of 
Digital Computers
• Another development that had a significant impact on the IEprofession is the digital computer.
• Digital computers permit the rapid and accurate handling of hugequantities of data, so permitting the IE to design systems foreffectively managing and controlling large, complex operations.
• The digital computer also permits the IE to construct computerSIMULATION models of manufacturing facilities in order to evaluatethe effectiveness of alternative facility configurations.
• Computer-aided design (CAD) and computer-aided manufacturing(CAM).
• Generate process plans, bills of material, tool release orders, workschedules, operator instructions (ERP)
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Impact of Related Developments – Impact of 
Digital Computers
• IEs are good at computers, since they use PCs extensively to:

• perform various analyses,
• execute mathematical models,
• plan and manage complex projects,
• create data bases,
• implement a wide range of decision support tools.
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Impact of Related Developments – Service 
Industries
• In the early days of the industrial engineering profession, IE practicewas applied almost fully in manufacturing organizations.
• After World War II there was a growing awareness that theprinciples and techniques of IE were also applicable in non-manufacturing environments.
• Health-care industry:

• improve their operations, eliminate waste, control inventories, scheduleactivities
• Government agencies:

• Thousands of Industrial Engineers are employed by governmentorganizations to increase efficiency, reduce paperwork, designcomputerized management control systems, implement projectmanagement techniques, monitor the quality and reliability of vendor-supplied purchases, and for many other functions.
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Relationship with other Engineering Disciplines
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Challanges of the Future
• Major challenges:

• Learn to accomplish the engineer’s mission in recognition of constraints
on natural resources.

• Design systems and processes that are compatible with our natural
environment.

• Design and production of safe and reliable products.
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Diversity of IE
• Industrial engineering is a diverse (various) discipline concernedwith the design, improvement, installation, and management ofintegrated systems of people, materials, and equipment for all kindsof manufacturing and service operations.
• Industrial engineering is concerned with performance measures andstandards, research of new products and product applications, waysto improve use of scarce (limited) resources and many otherproblem solving adventures.
• An Industrial Engineer may be employed in almost any type ofindustry, business or institution, from retail establishments tomanufacturing plants to government offices to hospitals.
• Because their skills can be used in almost any type of organization,and also industrial engineers are usually distributed amongindustries than other engineers.
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Diversity of IE
• Industrial engineers work in insurance companies, banks, hospitals,

retail organizations, airlines, government agencies, consulting firms,
transportation, construction, public utilities, social service,
electronics, personnel, sales, facilities design, manufacturing,
processing, and warehousing.
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Duties of IE
• Industrial engineers determine the most effective ways for an organizationto use the basic factors of production - people, machines, materials, andenergy. They are more concerned with people and methods of businessorganization than engineers in other specialties.
• To solve organizational, production, and related problems most efficiently,industrial engineers design data processing systems and applymathematical analysis such as operations research.
• They also develop management control systems to help in financialplanning and cost analysis, design production planning and control systemsto coordinate activities and control product quality, and design or improvesystems for the physical distribution of goods and services.
• Industrial engineers conduct surveys to find plant locations with the bestcombination of raw materials, and transportation.
• They also develop wage and salary administration systems and jobevaluation programs.
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Duties of IE
• Install data processing, management information, wage incentivesystems,
• Develop performance standards, job evaluation, and wage andsalary programs,
• Research new products and product applications,
• Improve productivity through application of technology and humanfactors,
• Select operating processes and methods to do a task with propertools and equipment,
• Design facilities, management systems, operating procedures,
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Duties of IE
• Improve planning and allocation of limited resources,
• Enhance plant environment and quality of people's working life,
• Evaluate reliability and quality performance,
• Implement office systems, procedures, and policies,
• Analyze complex business problems by operations research,
• Conduct organization studies, plant location surveys, and systemeffectiveness studies,
• Study potential markets for goods and services, raw materialsources, labor supply, energy resources, financing, and taxes.


